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PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING DATA 
UHF SLOTTED TELEVISION ANTENNAS 

elm 

E C. CT: 

o 

CHANNELS (Approx.) 
TYPT NUMBER 
MI NUMBER 
WRIGHT, POUNDS 
A, Inches (Diaur.) 

B. Inches 
C, Inches 
D. Inches 
B, Inches 
T, Number 
H, TEST 
Hl (All) 
H2 (Elect. Ctr.) 

(50/30psf.) no ice 
M, Tt/Lbs (Moment) (30nsf.) 

BELATITE GAIS 
G Top cap Hole (Diam.) 

(Bolt Circle) 
(Dias.) 
(Bolt Diaur.) 

of Holes 

EIECINICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

POWER HANDLING 
MAXIMUM AMHIENT 
INPUT IMPEDANCE 
INPUT CONNECTION 

10 Kw i1P TO 50008 

450 C 
50 ONMS,V.S.w.R. LESS THAN 1.1/I 

SINGLE 3.1/8 11.N.E. FLANGED 
COAx1AL LINE. 

NOR. PATTERN CIRrULARITY . t 4.S DR 

MECNANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

DESIGN' ASSUMPTIONS 

Ni, -Ind v/Of11y ///?' r19. 

4/Ir. wind ',Plot's'', /no 

1n, / , Ir,, , ['Plow 

./(/y/ +I+O v/OC,,Y 

Nqi. 'Irr On /I, 

14 to 30 incl. 14 to 30 incl. 
Tltp-21 BZ Tltf-24 BI. 
x1-19195 D-* MI -19195 A,.* 

Taries with channel -- 
lo-3/4 
3715-1/43 2 

17-9/16 
1-1/8 
16 

Taries 

Varies 
Taries 
Taries 

21 

9-3/4" 

10-3/4 
37i5-i%u32 

17-9/16 
1-1/8 
16 

with channel 

H2 ,I 1 it. 
with channel 
with channel 
with channel 

24 
9-3/4" 

Jt/ 95 mOA. 

'er/ //O mOA. 

20.000 o i ; 

/9.000 of,' 

31 to 50 incl. 

TTU- 24 BM 
M1-19195 B-* 

See Table I 

8-5/8 
32 to 28 

13 
115 

12 
See Trtble I 

See 

See 
See 

*Note: Suffix num r sdded to MI number indicates channel 

ntle 
Table 
Table 
7 +5/8" 

I 

I 

number. 

150/30 W / 

51 to 83 incl. 

TTU- 27 
MI -19195 3' 

6-5/8 

iá%825 
126-1/2 

7/8 
12 

573 /4" 

-3- 
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TABLE I 

PFtEX,IMINART UHF ANTENNA DATA 

WT:IGHTI': 
6 HEIGHTS. AND MOMENTS FOR FILING 

i.iia.yuán:p1 

Ac, 

30756-413 

...._._...._.. 

H72, 'Ft ) H(Ft< ) 

... 
Weight R1(F't. %Lbs. ) 

2.4 23.8'5 47.70 2880 1595 
15 23.65 47.30 2855 1585 
1.6 23.50 46090 2835 1575 
17 23.',.0 46.20 2800 1550 
18 22e80 45.60 2760 1530 
19 22.55 45010 2740 1515 
20 22.35 44.70 2710 1500 
1>1 22<:;.5 44.30 2690 1fo 
72 21.t,0 43.60 2650 1485 
21 2.1..60 43.20 2630 1455 ! 

21.40 42p zsu 261J 1440 
25 21.20 42.40 259D 1425 
:.'6 20.f5 4190 2560 1415 
27 20,75 41.50 2.540 1400 
28 20,55 41.10 2515 1485 
29 20oÍA 40.60 2485 1370 
30 20.15 40.30 2470 136o 

1.4 27.023 54.167 3090 1820 
25 26.668 53.334 3052 1755 
16 26.117 52,834 3015 1775 
17 26.083 52.167 2983 1755 
16 25.i50 51.500 2980 1735 
19 25.L17 50.635 2950 1720 
20 25r]67 50.,334 2900 1695 
21 g-.17 49.834 ?875 1680 
22 21-o584 49.167 2850 1665 2 
2° 

24.334 
24.000 

48.668 
48.000 

2820 
2800 

145 
1625 

25 ?3.750 47.500 2770 1615 
16 2,a500 47.000 2750 iSoo 
27 23.250 46.500 2720 1590 
28 23.eD0 46A000 2690 1570 
29 2235o 45,50o 2660 1550 
30 22a500 45.0o0 2630 150 

31 

2 

2..250 
22.000 

440500 
44.000 

2440 
2400 

1275 
1255 

33 21.834 43.66s 234o 1255 
34 21.584 43.167 2320 1245 
35 21.417 42.834 2300 1235 
36 21n157 42334 2280 1225 
37 20 917 +1<834 2260 1215 
33 20n750 '}1.500 2250 1205 
39 20a534 41.167 2232 119E 

- 

M(Fto /Lbs .) 

39790 
3946o 

38930 
37680 
367L41 
36000 

35370 
34840 >> TF":1a 21BL 
33680 
33160 

32530 
31950 

31360 
30730 
30200 
?956ó 

29140% 

51800 

50550 
49550 
49000 
48500 
47750 
44550 
43650 TFUa 24BL 
42850 
L20ao 
41250 
40450 
40000 

39250 
38800 
38300 

37750 

3030o 

29750 
29300 
28750 4- TFr24BM 
23300 
27300 

27250 
26750 
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Jh8 azYe 1 

'._, 

40 

41 

142 

4> 

44 

145 

`~46 

47 

43 
49 

Do 

d. 
52 
57 
54 

á 
57 
5z 

59 
Go 
61. 

62 
z 

64 
65 

66 
67 

68 

69 

7Q 
72 
7 
7 

76 

77 

7g 
79 
so 
81 

b 
83 

H2(2t) 

20.334 
20>167 
20.000 
19,834 
19,584 
19.417 

19.250 
19.000 
18.751 
18.564 
18,414 

20.584 

20.417 
20ac^50 

20.083 
1991.7 
1.9750 
1.9,784 

19.417 
1,'i-250 

19.033 
16,917 
18,7à0 
18,:5S4 

18.530 
18,334 
18 167 
18,0:J3 

1t.9'.7 
17.gj4 
17':.6áî 

175r)0 
17<<4:1 

17.2i0 
17,083 
170000 
169.tT 
1.6>l'äl 

:.6, ts 
16.5 J14. 
16)4L7 
16j34 
16,1)7 
16.o.',3 

TABLE I ( sß i t?.7.t1Ed) 

Wei gh ç 
& (Ft.) (Lbs.) 

40.668 
40,334 
4onoao 
39,666 
39,167 
33,834 
38,50o 
38 :, Oû0 
37,564 
37,250 
36: 828 

41,167 
:to, 834 
40 500 

4oj,,67 

,39,834 

59.5oo 
39:167 
35.834 
38500 
38,3.67 

37,s34 

37.500 
37,167 
;6917 
36:. 666 
36,.334 

36.00o 

35$34 
35.5s4 
35.334 
35000 
314,334 

34,a00 
34.250 
34000 
?7.834 
33,564 

33.334 
33A6x 
33.000 
32.564 

32.334 
32.16/ 

223.0 

2200 
2180 

2160 
2150 

2140 
2120 
2100 
2090 
2080 
2070 

1910 

1895 
1875 
136o 
1650 
15140 

1830 
1820 
1800 

1765 
1775 
176o 
1755 
175o 

171w 
1730 
1715 
1700 
1690 
1675 
1660 
1655 
1650 
1640 
1630 
1620 
1610 
i600 
1590 
1560 

1575 
1570 
1560 

-.5- 

Rl 

13.85 
1175 
1165 
1155 
1145 
1135 
1125 
1110 

1095 
1085 

1075 

965 
930 
970 

965 
955 

950 
945 
9140 

930 

925 
92o 

915 
905 
900 
895 

890 

Sg5 
880 
870 
665 
860 

855 
850 
g45 
s14o 

835 
830 
825 
820 
815 
810 
805 

800 

Y(FOLk; s J 

26350 
25950 
25450 

25000 
24740 `."FiT=24BM 

94250 

23900 

23400 
23000 
22600 

2230c s,,,..: 

22600'p°\ 

22500 
22000 
21760 
21350 
21000 
20800 
20450 
20100 

19950 
19650 
19250 
19000 
18850 
18550 
18200 .2- TF'iT-27B171 

17990 

1 17800 
/7500 
17100 
16990 
16510 
16146o 

162110 

1.6000 

15350 
15600 
151400 

15100 
114950 

14750 

14500 
14352,, 





;,.Zu IPMENT 

The UHF Televiseen Antennas, t;I=19195 A, P, G and D are supelied completely 

assembled and adjusted for operation in. any one of the UB11 television channels 

from channel l4 to channel 63 

TABLE II 

CO1 FAR I SON OF TFU = SERIES Al+! .i AS 

Anter,.na Outside Relative Number of Gha:nele for which 

Type Lia.raete.:° Power Gain Layers Supplied 

TFU ?J'L 10=3/lrri 21 lu 14 to 30 

TFu=2-.2it.; 10-3/4" 24 `jF l4 to y 
TFUa =473IY1 S=5/'2" 24 16 31 to 54 

TFUc27.13u_ 6,,5/2" 7 18 51 to 33 

*Piote This antezna is supplied on special order only. 

2ïote 2 Slotted -cylinder Uil pylon television antennas are available with 

fewer than 14 layers for all channels on special order, (ev.éh as TFU=12,. TFU -9 

TFU- 4, and TFU=3) , 

DESCRIPTION 
2eiEix-s 

The RCA Type TYJ 21BL, 2ß-13N and ?7)311 Antennas (see Yigure i) are nettes 
cylinder type radiators, Lach radiating layer consists of three one ineh wide 

slots approximately L,2 wavelengths long, parallel to the axis of the cylinder, 

and equally spaced around the circumference xdeacent layers of slots are 

staggered 60 degrees to obtain maximum mechanical strength and a circular 

horizontal radiation pattern, 

The R -F energy is fed to the layers of slots by means of a single coaxial 

line feeder system within the self-steeporting siettedecyiind3r radiator, The 

inside surface of the slotted radiator serves as the outer conductor of the 

coaxial lire,, and a eoaxïal copper tube within the cylindrical radiator serves 

as the inner conductor,. A coaxial line is installed within the inner conductor 

to obtain off. center feed ,with the attendant benefits of adjustable vertical 

pattern tilt symmetrical patterns for any frequency and greeter banduidth 
than with an end -fed antenna. 

Al i,houji some antennas were shipped with center feed to the inner conductor, 

antennae now being seipped are off -center fed to provide more uniform coverage 

of the service area close to the station (by minimizing nulls produced by the 

secondary lobes;, The coupling to the slots below the feed _'oi.nt 'met be 

increased, under these conditions, to maintain the electrical balance cf the 

feed syctern. Antennas which have the feed uoint offset in this manner have 

the .xu±.'ix letter "S" added to their type number (as TFU- 2IBZ,S) 
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The slotted raiietor is constructed of hot -dip galvanized, ,Ymer-he.e..:: tic 

e txu ruraj. steel to obtain a life -which should exceed 50 years, Particular 
attentien has been 1.)aid to al], parts of the antenna to assure maximum durability,. 
A11 the hardware and metal parts are made of corrasion=.resistant metals, The 
physical dimensions of the antennas are listed in the Engineering Date. A 
coats eri3on of the antennas is given in Table II, 

Slot antennas differ from other types in that there are no external feed 
line or radiators., The signal is radiated directly from the surface of the 
czeli.nder resulting in a very sturdy exterior, Each layer of slots acts as 
a radiating; sectian Thus a 14 layer slot ante.ena performs at UHF in a manner 
eimilar to a 14 section Superturnstile Antenna at VHF,, The large number of 
:Layers confines the radiated signal to a horizontal direction for more effective 
coverage of the serîice area, 

e to the concentration cf energy in the horizontal plane, the vertical 
radiation pattern shows a relatively narrow ntiin beam, In order to utilize 
this beam to Breato3t advantage, both electrical and mechanical means of tilt- 
ing the beam may be employed, Electrical bein'tii_ting is accomplished by 
rao'rin` the inner conductor (harness) un or devn, which shifts the nhasing of 
the signals radiates from the upper and lower halves of the antenna. The effect 
of this it to raise or lower the beam unifo 'ril.y around the antenna, thus 
erpa.ndtng or contrasting the cone of radiated ocwer, umbrella fashion 

Mechanical beas-tilting is effected b adjusting leveling plates between 
the antenna base and the tower mounting flange, The antenna is thus actually 
tilted physically, The :-esu? t of this tilting is to raise the pattern on one 
side and lower it on the opposite side, i combination of electrical beam 
'gilt end mechanical beam tilt may be desirable- under terrain conditions exist- 
ing at some UHF television antenna sites. 

he feed system in the TFU series cf antennas is extremely simple, Each 
layer of this tyee of antenna is fed by 3 small coupling loo-ee (one in each 
slot) which -Nick up part of the enemy in the cylinder aril produce circulating 
enrreate on its outer gutface, .These circulating currents produce an Rea 
field which is radiated as the televi+ ion si f rkil. 

The inner conductor of the antenna (or harness) is centered in the cylinder 
by several sets of three ceramic certering pins, The entire harness ie designed 
to sl:,dc vertically for electrical '3eam-tilting purposes, once the shorting 
clamp at the lower end of the harness has been loosened, The bottom end of 
tlee~ harness is designed to connect directly to 3=1/8 inch, 50 ohm UHF trans- 
mission line (RCA rete,19O89), The a per end of the harness it equipped with 
a nett/nu ring which may be used to shift the harness for be,,,m=tilting purposes, 

.In order to keep out rain,, snow, birds;, etc._ the slots in the antenna are 
fitted with plastic slot coverer UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES -MULE THESE COVERS 
lE FAIfUD, Pains on these slat covers may seriously impair the performance 
of the antenna., The bottom of the antenna may be screened i:1 if desired, 
although thie is usually not necessary. 

.,7_ 



 



INSTALLATION 

ferie A 
it is strongly recommended that RCA Service Co. personnel be present to 

ee.-,íse in the installation of this antenna, and check it before and after hoisting. 
RCA Service Co, er ineers have the specialized equipment necessaryk to make these 
tests and viay aüjustments thet may be required c_ue to possible damage in transit, 
7ne services of RCA Service Ce, engineers are available nt current rates. 

:}.efore startine on the antenna, two trestles should be constructed to suneort 
the antenna in a horizontal position at least eight feet above the ground, A 
detailed drawinG of approved trestle construction is shown in Figure ?_, The 
antenes should be supported on these trestles away from trees and bui .9.inge, 
so thet it is well removed from ' he influence of the ;round., 

',`'ith the antenna supported o;; the trestles, inspect it for visibly; damage 
or looseness of any hardirare, 

=f one of the :entering; pins .n a set is loose, it may be tightened in 
the fcliowing manner 

(1) Loosen the locknut.: 

(r) Run the centering pin ac..nst the inner conductor sand tight only. 
(The inner conductor is very easily dented,) 

(3) Tighten tee locknut with t wrench but ;o easy on it. 

If two, or all three pins in a. set are loose, an RCA Service Co. engineer 
should be called in to set them. Tie setting of these nine determines the 
zen':;ering of the harness, Lateral displacement of the harness may seriously 
affect the input f anaedance of the eetenna., 

:f any of this coupling loops ail? looses or ap Dear to be damaged, an RCA 
Sert'ice Co, engineer should be callet to correct this trouble. These hoops 
are set at an exact distance from the center conductor with special gares 
and should never '.',e changed by statice personnel. 

Check the slot covers, to make cev tain that all the screws are tient. If 
any screws a:re miE,seag, replace them w'th aluminum, stainless steel, or nickel- 
' la:,ed crass screws (not steel or plated steel) , Do not use screws th..t will 
:rotrda on the ineid.e of the cylinder, as ;his will alter the electriz-il 
characterist:.cs of the antenna (A lenjth of 5/6 inch is recommended,) If it 
!.s necessary to re eve a slot cover, loosen the screws (don't remove them), 
then ':ull the cove: off. It is flexible eiough to come off. The slot covers 
Should be removed o:ily at the direction of the Service Co, engineer or the 
responsible {;tatisn engineer. 

Inspect thn harness for dents, The uriner and. lower parts of the harness 
are separated b;' a ''eflou end=seal, at tie feed point, The Joint containing 
the '2eflon end eal should be ti;;ht,, and There should be no space between the 
Teflon and the *eta: parts; 
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flange assembly at the bottom of the harness, is actually a double 
f'laa.:r;e;lee tgt re 1.) 

,, The lower section is a lock flange which is tapped 
to ' e -. '.vo the fiance bolts. The flair a bolts should be tightened first (if 
they see loose). TY le lower section supports the Teflon Insulator white 
ca:^el e herreee I'ner conductor. The harness inner conductor. in nern,, 

ctaer ee ., p.:.'..aeee natching transformers which match the transnássicn 
line to the ante:,..,.. .she positioning of the center conductor and the impede 
anee c te7hin; tra.nsiurruers ie extremelLIritical, FOR THIS REASON, THE 

1 : 3 2LaNGE ASSaLBLY SHOULD NEVER BE DISASSE 3LE:D BY STATION PERSONNEL. 
'rho inner eondi;.ctoá of the harness,, at this point, also contains a "bullet" 

fog 2cinirig it to the inner conductor of the transmission line. The "bullet" is 
a ;?vrßn ,type connector plug which is locked to one of the sections to be jo .ned, 
in,ncrnee F;ood electrical contact betereen the inner conductors. (See ' .gures 
7 

7f ,E.nspe ction cf the harness shows it to be dr,ma.ged ln any way, call in 
an K:x. Service Go. engineer. 

(Note r, Broadcast station personnel should be 
certain. that there has been no transportn.tion damage 
It is recommended that an RCA Service Co, engineer 
be end;t:.ged to check the antenna for traansoor .a ion 
damage prior to its erection on the tower.) 

The part of the harness protruding beyond the antenna flange should be 
protected dtrine; hci sting to prevent damage to the center conductor and 
insulate:?, aed e co te .protect the harness from being pushed up into the 
antenna (true char, log the electrical beam tilt from its factory setting.) 

(Note ë The antenna Is shipped with a sheet metal 
protecting sleeve bolted to the antenna flange 
This sleeve should remain in mace during hoisting, 
and be removed just before the antenna is seated on 
the tower.) 

after the anter:na has been inspected. the lightning protector and 
beacer:_ mounting assembly should be installed. The lightning protector 
is shipeed krockeded.own and must be assembled to the beacon mounting 
assembly. (See .'idvre 1O<.) Remove the nuts and lockwashers from three 
alternate bolts on. the beacon mounting assembly, Slide the flattened end 
of a eu' eort assembly (item 5) on each of these bolts, then replace the 
lock.;s.shere and note (Figure 10 view "A''), but do not tiehten the nuts:. 
Sl.de the three tie rods (item 6) over the ende of the supeort assembles,, 
then eUde a sleeve (item 7) on each su'v ort assembly, Tighten the nu':;s 

hor,cir,: the eueeort assemblies to the beacon mounting rssembly, then tk.ghten 
the setscrews on the: sleeves to hold the tie rods securely in place. 

;punt the beacon mounting Assembly (with attached lightning protector) 
on the -;on of the ar enna and insert and tinhten the three 5/S-11 x 1-214 
inch ee ex^.. e s. 

-9- 
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'.:hz beacon and beacon cable may now be installed. Cable clasps are supplied wi ta ahe antenna for holding the beacon cable, The beacon and cable are available on s e_:,ar'ate order. 

'?hero ell mechanical work has been completed, the antenna should be painted. in aezordancs with ')AA regulations_ DO NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, PAINT THE SLOT CCIE,RS Paint on the slot covers may seriously impair the performance of the antenna, (Note; The antenna may be painted after erection if so desired, Painting :it on the ;round, however, is easier and more economical than ..ainti - it after erection,) 

On a new insta:.lation. the paint may not adhere readily to the antenna, 
:t is suggested that the antenna be niven a coat of "ionderife" (which may be ;apt:'chased locaIin) before apmlying the first coat of paint, 

2.¶b.e antenna is now ready for electrical testing, This test, consisting of both DC and R F tests, should be made by an RCA Service Co, engineer. (It is for the purposes of this *ere -erection R -F test that the antenna is supported on trestles eight feet high0) 

Mechar.ical Beam Tilt 

A. set of tapered leveling plates is provided to alien the antenna vertically if the tosser top plate is not exactly level. There plates a.re also used to obtain mechanical beam tilting of the antenna, If mechanical beam tilting is desired, it should be done at the time of initial installation, since the services of riggers are required, The following method is used to adji.st the mechanical beam tilt, (A spirit level and set of feeler ,puees are required) : 

Examine the toi ter top plate for any surface irregularities, If any such irregularities exist (such as lumps of dried paint, or galvanizing coating. they should be removed, to insure proper sentine, of the leveling plates. If the toyer top plate has not been hot -dip galvanized, it should. be tainted with red lead, zinc chromate, or a, good rust -inhibiting primer; Corrosion protection of this area is very important, as water tends to run to this point, Lack of corrosion protection will result in corrosion of the toeer,, Allow the paint to dry before mounti:ag the antenna or the leveling plates. (An additional coat of wet primer may be used as a sealing cement,) 

Set up the equi.unent es shown in Figure 5 with the thickness of feeler gauge ;given by the station engineer for the particular length of level ' sed, The feeler gauge thi ;kness required is such that the angle between the top leveling plate and trie spirit level is equal to the desired tilt of the antenna. The antenna tilt desired is determined b; the s tatt )n engineering consul ;ant, 

(Notes if the tower top plate is level, and if ae mechene 
ical beam tilting is contemplated, the leveling plates 
may be '!eft out and the Antenna bolted directly to the 
t.owero ) 

et 
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44a : the top leveling ¡0late e small ::c:cunt, and rotate the level 
with the feeler gauge) to find the greatest slope (The position of r 

sluee ,will chenge, as the leveling elates are moved with respect to ee 
other,) If this slope is too ziuch or too little (as indicated by the 
the pooition of the leveling plates., with respect to each other, must 
eon the poettion is found where the instrument i.e level on the Create 
elope,, turn both plates ;ogether so the top one slopes downward in. the 
direction .he antenna is to be tilted., Recheck the slope in this posi 
(.Pust ;.ri case the tower top plate is not level) 

The leveling elates are provided with numerous holes for the antenna 
flante 'Colts, Then the proper position of the leveling elates has been found, 
it may be necessary to rotate them slightly to align the holes in the leveling 
piatee with the holes in the tuner top plate, These holes should be ep. t in augment while the antenna is being lowered into position t A convenient way 
0f doing this, when the tower tcp elate is ta'- ed for the flange bolts, is to 
scree two or three of the flange bolts through the tower top plate from the 
bottom. They will then serve to keep the leveling Plates in position, end 
also act an a guide for the antenna, After the other antenna flange bolts 
lave been secured these bolts may be removed and inserted properly from the top.. (Fleeres 7, C,, and 9 show details of antenna mounting on the tower top 
elate . ) 

r toge k.her 

reateet 
ch 

l t.vvá..` ) 

be cilr:ngede 

st 
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If the holes ie the tower top elate are not tanned, the holes in the 
ieveii.r:.g ->1a_,es and antenna may be aligned with a spud wrench just before 
antenna on trie tower, 

'he antenna is 
the antenna may be 

7, 
Sl;O?1I1> 3E EUR ^ 

LOOPS eLLi.J DA: -AGED, 
end .,_ru.niint, loops 

'Shen lowering 
be kept off the lev 
have been started, 
'Cf r:eeessary_, (Not 
slue te the fact tha 
adjustment referred 
holes.) 

seating the 

provided with two hoisting lugs, but if they cannot be used,, 
hoisted by means of a sling, IF A SLING IS USED, EXTREME 
;IUD SO THAT NEITHER THE LO'!' COVERS NOR THE COUPLING 
(31ocks of wood may be used to protect the slot covers 

luring heisting ) 

the antenna into position, the weight of the antenna should 
cling plates until several of the flange bolts and nuts 
to permit slight adjustment of the antenna or level elates 

Orientation of the standard antenna is not required 
t its radiation pattern is very nearly circular,. The 
to, is the sli`ht adjustment necessary to align the 

After positioning the antenna,, it should he bolted securely to the toeer, 
usia:: the bolts sul,alied with the antenna, 

Cautionº All spaces between the bodies of bolts and the holes 
of ell hardware used to fasten the antenna to the tower 
should be caulked to prevent the entry of moisture, "Aluril= 
astïc, consistency C" or equivalent may be used. This caulks, 
ing coi.rpound may be obtained from the Parr Print and Color 
CorrzanY, 1g31.2 Syracuse Avenue Cleveland (1O) Ohio, 

electrical team tilting is to be ems loyed two of the antenna riounting 
bolts should be temporarily. left out (See :e' ectrica.l beam Tilt,) 

ell- 
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;, 2- -:: ...1 Beam Tilt 

a.i ';,.c,tr i.nstellations, the beam tilt is adjusted at the factory,, to the 
cl torcer''s specification. If a beam tilt angle is not specified, When the 
antenne is shipped with the harness set in the "noebeam tilt" position,. 

A hose clamp is fastened to the bottom of the harness, so that the top 
of the hoee clamp is even with the bottom of the antenna flan_ -e, when the 
harness is in the position in which it was shipped from the factory, (ie 
If the antenna was shipped adjusted for a beam tilt of 1/2 degree. then 
when the hose clamp I s even with the bottom of the antenna. flange, the 
harness is in the proper position for 1/2 deGree of beam tilts) THE HOSE 
CLAP DOES NOT INDICATE "NO TEAM TILT" UNLESS TEE ANTENNA WAS INITIALLY 
S.iIYl'Ei) WITH THE HARNESS ADJUSTED FOR NO BEAM; TILT 

Ae mentioned previously, electrical beam tilt is obtained by shifting 
the harness usa or doen, The following method. while not the only possible 
way, hes proven to be a very satisfactory one in the field 

(1) Disconnect the first section of transmission line from the antenna. 
(The gee su -ply valve should be shut off and the caz pressure in the line 
relieved first.) 

(?) 

flange. 
Remove two of the antenna fiance bolts from opposite sides of the 

(3) using two all -thread belts lE inches long (with nuts). a piece of 
an{;le Iron. and a block of wood with a hole in the center to protect the 
harnesr. set up the equipment, as shown In Fipnire 6A. 

(Alternatively. if a support is available below the antenna, the method 
Shown in Figure 6B using a suitable jack may be employed.) 

';AUT ION g DO NOT REMOVE THE HARNESS FLANGE BOLTS Ox 
ATTEMPT TO OPEN THE DOUBLE rLA:?GE WHICH IS RtLtZT. OF 
THE HARNESS. 

Drill holes in the block of wood large enough to take the flange bolts. 
Any lifting force exer`:ed on the harness should be ap-)lied to the outer 
flange only. 

(4) Measure doer' from the top of the hose clama. the distance it te 
necessary tc raise tee harnees te secare the desired beam tilt, Scribe a. 

mark at We point, (A method of calculating this distance is given at the 
end of this section, 

(5) .Fut another ho;;e claj.m on the harness so that the top of this hose 
camp coinc:a.d.es with the scribe mark, Do not remove the original hose clamp 
as; it .,ervee as a. reference point for beam tilt adjustments, 

(6) Remove the two pipe plugs from: the side of the antenna, and loosen 
the harness shorting clamp with a inch, long -handled Allen wrench (two 
capscrews) , (These pipe pities are located between the lowest layer of slots 
and the base flange.> 

-12- 
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. e- te: On late;; production antennas, a different type of shorting clam is 
use.:. This type of shorting clamp has three recessed -head lock sore's, which 
are accessible throtgh the bottom opening in the antennae. Using a 7/3 -inch, 
long -handle Allen wrench. loosen all three lock screws about three or four 
turns each, Do not loosen the lock screws any more than necessary to permit 
movement of the harness.) 

(7) Raise the harness until the top of the second hose clama is exactly 
level with the bottom of the antenna flange, 

(3) Tighten the clamp shorting setscrews and replace the pipe plugs, 

(9) Remove the equipment used to raise the harness 

(10) Reconnect the transmission line, (Extreme care should be exercised 
so t the ';-eight cf the transmission line, will be supported by the fixed 
has ei Lriounted directly below the top flange of the first section of trans- 
mission line, IF TIE HARNESS FUME NUTS ARE TIGHTENED AS A MEANS OF PULLING 
THE 7E ÌSLISSION LIME INTO POSITION THE RESULT MAY :eE THAI' THE HARNESS '.'JILL 

SLI.L 5 : )N`.iAARD, 'PHUT CHA14 ING THE ANGLE OF BEAM TILT.) 

(11) If the meehod shown in Figure 6A has been used, replace the antenna 
flange bolts. 

(Note, (a) To lower the harness, the procedure is the 
saine except that steps u and 7 are performed similarly. 
but in the opposite direction, 

(b) On new installations the procedure is the 
same except: disregard step 1, and in place of step 10£ 
follow the instructions under Transmission Line, 

(c) The hose clamps may be left in position as 
they will not affect the operation of the antenna.) 

The top of the harness. has a lifting ring attached, so the harness may 
be raised from this point if so desired.. However, shifting the harness is 
more readily accomplished from the bottom, 

The distance by which the harness is to be shifted may be calculated with 
th? help of Figure 14. Locate the required beam tilt in degrees on the pro-oer 
curve. Find the phase difference corresponding to this beam tilt, To obtain 
the physical shift in inches, 1/2 the phase difference indicated should. be 
converted to Inches at the visual carrier frequency, using the wavelength in 
free space... 

The formula for finding this physical shift lie: 

Shift in 

inches 

Where: 

ó X 11502 
5N 

1/2 the phase difference (from Figure 14) 

f visual carrier frequency in MC 
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The following example will illustrate the use of this forcrulan 

.:sME we have a T.FU-24BMwhich is to operate on channel 4+0 (626 to 632jí) 
An electrical beam tilt of 0.5 degrees is desired. 

The visual carrier frequency (1, 25MC above the lowend of the channel) 
. 527 M. 

Referring to F:i.gsre 14+. we find that a beam tilt of 0.5 degrees 
to a :hase differen :e of 49.5 degrees. (For practical purposes this 
considered. as 50 degrees..) Thus delta (6) , which is 1/2 this phase 
.,ill e c 25 degree, 

tube ti tu,ting these values in the formula we haveº 

physical 3 X 1102 
ehif ÿ 

.)20 f 

?5 X 11002 
627,25 

X 11802 
72 627,25 

27,25 

225131 

1.307 inches 

is equal 
may be 
difference. 

627025 M. 

25 degrees 

It is obvious that electrical beam tilting; may be eccomplished after 
the initial installation of the antenna, A change in beam tilt may be 
required c fter actual field strength measurements have been made, to improve 
the coverage of the service area. (Note from Heure 13 that the gain of the 
antenna decreases rapidly with beam tilt in excess of 10,) 

Two factors cheuld be kept in mind when c t nging the bea 
is thb -possibility of taking up the slack in the transmission 
shift in the harness position is small (about one inch or so) 
usually be accommodated by the slack in the line. If the shi 
neighberrhood of two inches or more. it may be necessary to in 
of t:renemission line to handle this shift. Th:ts will be âepe: 
tran_mission line run at a particular installation, 

m tilt. One 
line, If the 

the shift can 
ft is in the 
sert a section 
:adent upon the 
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The other factor to remember is to al'ays ;°as the transmission line in 
accordance with the instructions under "Trensnission Line", after all 
adjustments have been completed, 

Trensmission Line 

The antennas described in this book are designed for RCA MI -19089 matched 
traneni. scion line (391/8 inch diameter;, 50 ohms impedance). This t:ar..s= 
mis ion line has an extremely low standing wave ratio, and may be cut at any 
point (except at an insulator) (See Figure 10 for Ìi-19089 fittings.) 

Thin transmission line uses anchor insulators. and the ;:'eight of the 
inner conductor is carried by the insulator at the top of the line, during 
heisting, If the line is tieeed over, in hoistin,a;, the inner conductor will 
fall out, As shipped from the factory, the lengths of transmission line have 
a cover disc on the bottom end and an anchor insulator at the ueper end (held 
it glace temporarily by a retaining disc). 

The anchor insulator consists of a Teflon ßnsuletor disc centrally 
mounted on a "bullet". (See Figure 3) , The "bullet" is a springetype double - 
ended male connector, with an annular groove around either end. The upper 
end of the center conductor, in each section of line, has a dimple. which 
engages the groove in the bullet, thus locking, the anchor insulator to the 
center conductor on this end. During assembly, the bullet extending from 
one section. slides into the next section, thus aligning and making contact 
with the center conductor of that section. 

To remove the 'gullet from a section of line, insert a punch or nail threw the hole next to the dimple. and depress the spring section of the 
bullet., 'Phi: will disengage the groove in the bullet from the dimple, and 
the bullet may be pulled out. 

The tranemissicn line flanges are equipped. with locating pins and holes, 
When joining two sections of line, make certain that the pin in one flange 
mates with the hole in the flantee to which it is being joined., 

At UHF frequencies, dents and bumps in the transmission line are much 
more serious than a" VHF. Consequently, greater care should be exercised 
in handling and ins`;allation of this line. Only one length of trans- 
mission line should be hoisted at a time, Never hoist several section 
bolted together, as this invites bending near the flange; The use of box- 
end wrenches is recemnended for tightening the flange bolts to minimize 
the possibility of vrench dents., 

The UHF miter elbows are the only ones suitable for bends, They are 
especially designed to be electrically smooth, and will not cause reflec- 
tions in the lines vs will the long sweep elbows at UHF, 

(.A detailed drawing should be made of the transmission line run before 
ordering the equipment, so that station personnel may determine their exact 

-15- 
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;ec+u cements as to the number of sections of transmission line, number and 
types of elbows, number of gas stops, and whether any nieces of transmission 
line shorter than a full section are required. The local RCA broadcast 
equipment Sales Engineer will assist station personnel in determining their 
requirements, :Zhen planning the layout of the transmission line it should 
be remembered that the use of gas stops and swivel joints adds to the length 
of the line. A swivel joint adds 3/3 inch to the length of the line, (If 
the swivel joint is part of a line fitting, such as an elbow, then the 
dimensions given for the fitting itself may be used, since these dimensions 
include the swivel jointe) The insertion of a gas stop in the line adds 
7/g inch to the length of the run.) 

;laving mounted the antenna, and adjusted the beam tilt, the transmission 
line may now be connected. 

The first section of transmission line should be hoisted to the top of 
the tower, keening the cover disc, on the bottom of the section, in Place. 
(It is necessary to keep this cover disc in place on the first secs:ion, 
since the bullet su-oports the center conductor. With the bullet removed 
(as is necessary for the first section) the inner conductor would fall through 
the line if the cover disc did not support it, Once the joint to the harness 
is completed;, the bullet in the harness supports the center conductor, so the 
cover disc is no longer necessary. On the other sections of line. since the 
bullet is not removed, the center conductor will not fall out if the disc is 
removed. To prevent damage to the center conductor, however, it is good 
practice to leave the cover discs in place, until ready to connect the next 
section of line.) 

Remove the bullet from the first section of line and join the first 
section to the harness. (Be certain that the "O" ring gasket is properly 
seated.) The bullet should be removed from the first section of line only, 
since the harness 13 already equipped with a bullet for this joint. On all 
other joints, the bullet should remain in the upper end of the section being 
attached. so that it can mate with the bottom end of the section previously 
installed. 

Lhe first sectóon of line should be secured. by tightening the nuts only. 
This .procedure is necessary, because the harness flange assembly contains a 
lock flange. This lock flnnge is tanned, and the flange bolts have already 
been screwed into tese tapped holes. (See Figure 4), The bolts should be 
held -.-rith a wrench to keep them from turning as the nuts are tightened. 

(Noteg If mechanical beam tilting is employed, the first 
sectìo:l of transmission line will have to be bent slid_ r tly, 
Allow the bend to occur naturally in the first section, as 
the nuts joining it to the harness are ti,--htened, DO POT, 
UNDER 1ilNY CIRCUESTA2v'CES, 1J D THE EAR;i.SS, 

Since the harness is designed to slide vertically, it will not su-Dnort 
reach -deft ht without sli'ping. The first section of transmission line, there- 
fore, must be sue3oeted by a fixed hanger directly below its nrper flange. 
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After the first section of line is in -lace, and with the second section 
ready fer connection, the wooden cover disc on the bottom of the first 
sectien may be removed; 

The balance of the transmission line in may now be installed, and should 
be .su eorted by spring hanf.,ers spaced 10 feet apart, '.then bolting; the sections 
of line together, make certain that the "0" ring gaskets are properly inserted, 
to prevent their being pinched and thus destroying the t;as seal (Note; The 
spring, hnneers should be adjusted in accordance with the chart that accompanies 
them.) 

If the transmission line run does not work out to an exact number of 
eections (it rarely does) 

, a piece of line less than a Hill section :tr1st be 
used,. There are three methods of obtaining this short section, 

The first method is to order a section (or sections) of transmission line from RCAF, specif' ing the length desired (The size of this section of line 
may be determined from the plan of the transmission line run, and ordered when 
all the line is ordered. A better way is to install the transmission line 
as far as :possible,, then measure directly. the lengths of any short sections 
required and order them from RCA) Special. lengths of line should be ordered from RCA En,; ineering Products De nrtnent, Ca;;den, N.J, 

ZAlthou h special length sections of line are shipped by Air Express 
usually within 24 hours of receipt of the order, circumstances beyond the 
control of RCA may cause a delay in delivery, For this reason, it is 
recommended that the line be cut and fitted on the job, using one of the 
two followi.nÉ, methods,.) 

The second method of obtaining the short sections is for the installer 
to cut them himself (from full length sections of line), and fit them as 
needed.,. If this method is followed, enough additional flanges (Ma190S9-11), 
connectors (1.I=190E9>10)a "0" ring gaskets (;U=19113-10), and sections of trensmieeion line should be ordered for these short lengths of line. 

'phis second method is described in detail in the following para(raphs', 

(1) leeasure the exact length that will be required for the short section 
of line, (This length should be the finished length measured between the 
faces of the two end flanges) 

(2) Remove the inner conductor assembly from a spare section of trans- 
mission line._ ilea.sure the required length of line,, less 1/4 inch, from the face of en and flnnge,, and mark the outer conductor at this point, (Check 
to make certain that the point marked will be at least one inch away from 
an insulator on the center conductor when the center conductor is reinserted. 
If this condition cannot be met. the transmission line run should be modified 
slightly to permit it.) 

(3) The outer conductor should be cut sre at the point marked, Use a miter box and. a heck saw. Do not use a tubinge cutter. After cutting, 
remove all burrs and irregularities with a file, 





Note:, A set of cutting sleeves mry be used to facilitate cuttinn e,nd 
sq:aa.r .ng of the transxoieeion line sections if desired, These sleeves are 
not supplied with the antenna or transmission line, but are available on 
t;eparate order from ROA._ the cutting sleeves are hardened steel sleeves that 
slide over the conductor being cut, and are clamped in 'place to serve as a 
cutting guide, Two are furnished to a set; one to fit the outer conductor 
and one to fit the f,nner conductor, 

(To use a cutt'.ng sleeve, slide it over the conductor to be cut, so 

that the end of the sleeve is in line with the eoint at which the cut is 
to be made, (If the end to be cut has a flange on it, then the conductor 
must 'De rou.; h= snared slle tly longer than needed, to nernit the sleeve to 

slide on the conductor. Remove any burrs on the outside of the conductor 
after rout sewink;, as the sleeve is a close fit,) Claret the sleeve et the 
point marked, Using the sleeve as P. guide, salt the conductor to size The 
conductor should be filed, to remove any saw marks, with the cutting sleeve 
in nice, es this w:;1l insure thr t the finished job will be square and 
correctly sized.. After reeiovir:; the sleeve, remove any burrs that remain 
on the conductor. ) 

(4) n flange (hIsl9C;'C=1l) should. now be soldered to the cut end of the 
outer conch ctor, Glenn the outside of the outer conductor for a distance of 
3/8 inch beck from the edge, hake certain that the Inside of the flange is 

clean, The inside of the fl<n;e has a email annular groove on the side that 
fits on the outer conductor, Insert a length of rosin core solder in this 
groove cil the way around Coat the meting surfaces of the flange and outer 
conductor vparinh,ly with soldering caste, and insert the outer conductor 
3.nto the flange_ 

(Note, The soldering peste used should be a non -corrosive type of 
poste, (Kester or equivalent), The recommended type of solder le rosin 
core, 1/8" diameter, wire solder of the tin -lend type. Either 4c/6o, 50/50 
or 60/4C mey be used.. Lo not use silver solder since the higher heat 
required to melt silver solder may cause warning (or annealing e1th subseeuent 
dentin;) of the outer conductor, which may in turn produce reflections in the 
tr.neniesion line) 

Solder the f1< nne to the outer conductor using a kree- to=late soldering 
torch directed on the outside of the pint:; (If a Pres-to-late torch is not 
available, a Lasoline blowtorch may be used, nince the cone of heat from a 
gasoline blowtorch fleme is not es concentrated or as hot es thet from a 
Pres=to -lire torch, the on ter conductor Bill be annealed in the re ;ion of 
the flame, and thus will he more subject to dents and. bumps which may produce 
reflections, in the line. Therefore, it is recommended that a easaline blo+,r- 
torch be used only es a last resort.) Additional solder may Le fed into the 
joint (from the out, ide) if necessary, the object being to produce a 
mechanically stronn,, eas=tieht joint, Remove any solder that has run inside 
the outer conductor. (Blobs of solder innicte the line may cause reflections,) 





(5) Replace the inner conductor and mark it slightly long;er than the 
outer conductor, Remove the inner conductor and cut it off square at this 
point, Remove the burrs from the inner conductor, 

(1s) Replace the inner conductor, seating the anchor insulator on the 
flange at one end, Insert a connector (.:Im19089910) into the end just cut, 
Piece a flange (hI=1900-11) on the Teflon insulator of this connector.. Hold 
this temporary flange in place using bolts and nuts through both it and the 
flange on the outer conductor, Keeping the anchor insulator (at the other 
end of the section) properly seated, tighten the bolts holding the temporary 
flange and connector assembly until the e;ap between the temporary flange and 
the flnn.e on the outer conductor is even all around, and the center conductor 
is properly seated on the connector, Measure the gap between the face of the 
temporary flange and the outer conductor flange, This distance is the amount 
the center conductor must be shcrtened to obtain an exact fit gut the 
center conductor to size (squarely) remove the burrs;, and the shortened 
section of line is complete. 

..'he third method of obtaining the short section is by using a flanged to 
+un.flr.n;ed adapter (;.I-190S9r5) 'Alen using this adapter. the reeuired length 
of thu short section is determined as previously described, The outer 
conductor is cut 3/16 inch short of this length, and the inner conductor is 
cut 15/15 inch short, Remove all burrs from the inner and outer conductors, 
The adapter has a sleeve on one side that slides on the outer conductor just 
cut, and is tightened by means of a hose clamp. The inner conductor mates 
with a standard connector that is part of the adapter. The other side of the 
adapter consists of a standard flange that joins the next section of line in 
the usual sway (using the bolts sue~plied with the adapter) This method of 
joining cut lengths of line, is the easiest and. fastest re sure to order 
enough adapters (!,Iä19089-5) to cover your needs. 

The previous methods of securing, the necessary short sections of line 
are all for use There the transuis'ion line is gassed..: '.!here the line is 
ungnssed taro sections of line "ithout flannes (or tiro cut ends) may be joined 
by means of an untassed coupling (?:Iä19113-8) which consists of a sleeve that 
joins the 'Use outer conductors, and am Inner conductor connector:, The outer 
conductors are cut to the length required, and eo,ch inner conductor iscut 
1/16 inch short of this length, The inner conductors are joined by a spring 
connector that hat a series of tits (or lances) around it to keep it from 
sl t din., into either inner conductor too far,. 

.:.hen the transmission limy run has beer completed,, it should be tested. 
electrically, Since these tests require specialized equipment they should 
be made by an RCA Service Jo, engineer, After the test: have been completed, 
the transmission line should be connected to the filterplexer (JA M-19086). 

(Note 17 The lo'rer end of the MI -190i') transmission line 
should the terminated nt a gas stop inside the station, 
The transmission line run bet,reen this -point and the 
filterplexer should be left ungassed. Since the filterº 
plexer is gassed, it is also equipped uith a gas stop. 
ibis unu;assed portion of line may be disconnected from 
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either the filterplexer or the line going to the antenna 
to permit tests on either the antenna or the transmitter, 
without the necessity of releasing; the gas from either 
the transmission line (to the antenna) or the filterplexer. 
The ungassed portion of line should be connected to the 
gas -stormed joints through an adapter or a short niece of 
line, so that the gas -stopped joints will not be disturbed 
when opening the line for tests.) 

(Alen a &;as stop °eí-19069-4) is required, it is inserted 
between two sections of line, or between a section of lire 
and an adapter, using the bolts :?uenlied with the gas stop, 
The gas stop should be installed so that the bleeder plug 
is toward the gassed portion of line,) 

(Note 2' The preceding discussion of transmission line 
assumes that L.I=19069 line will be used, To obtain higher 
transmission efficiency, or on long transmission line runs. 
the 3-1/6 inch fitting on the antenna may be transformed 
to match RCA 6-1/E inch line (M I-19367) or a UHF wavecuid.e, ) 

The transmission line is now ready for gassing, A dry-nìtregen su»ly 
line should be connected to the as stop et the bottom of the transmission 
line, and the line fed. at 5 pounds pressure. Next climb the tower to the 
bottom of the antenna, Open the pipe plug in the harness until the air 
bleeds slowly. Leave the plug teen in this manner until the air in the 
line has been replaced by nitrogen, (The actual time required may be any- 
where from four to eight hours, depending on the length of transmission 
line and the rate at which the air is escaping,) In connection with gassing 
it should be mentioned that the transmission line only. is gassed the 
antenna itself is not gassed, although it is closed in. 

An indication of the elimination of air from the line, is to hold a 
lighted match in the stream of escaping gas from the harness bleeder, that 
has been opened. If the flame is immediately extinguished, you may be 
reasonably certain that pure nitrogen is escaping from the line and hence, 
that the line is filled with nitrogen, On the other hand, if the match 
continues to burn in the stream of escaping gas, ee may conclude that there 
is still a quantity of air in the line, The foregoing test although rather 
eru5.e, has proven. to be effective, for lines gassed with nitrogen. 

A more ,positive indication of the elimination of moist air from the 
transmission line may be obtained by connecting a !4egger across the bottom 
end of the transmission line, Let the bleeder 'slug (at the antenna) remain 
open until the shunt resistance of the line exceeds 200 megohms, (This 
indicates a very dry line,) 

:Then the moist air has all been forced out of the line, the gas plug at the 
harness joint may be tightened, The gas pressure gauge should be checked, 
and the gas pressure regulating valve adjusted if necessary, to maintain 
a pressure of 5 pounds in the transmission line, 
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A good. test for the presence of leaks is to shut off the gas supply valve 

and note any gradual drop in line pressure over en eight hour period, If the 

pressure drops more than 2O it is advisable to chock the line for leaks. 

Connect the beacon rrirint; and see that the beacon is functioning; 
properly, The antenna is now ready for operation. 

tJS'"r',.F.nT sG N 

The TFU series of antennas are adjusted at the factory to the channel 
for irhlich they Are ordered, and require no tuning or adjustment, other than 
beam tilt ehich has been covered under INSTALIiTION, 

'.then applying power to the antenna for the first time, it is suggested 
that the television transmitter be operated on reduced power to minimize 
the possibility of damage to the antenna and feeder systemr If the power 
indications to the antenna are normal, full power may be applied If the 
indications are abnormal, the transmitter tuning should be rechecked. If 
the transmitter tuning is correct and the indications are still abnormal, 
then an RCA Service Co. engineer should be called, 

MAINTENANCE 

Due to the :Itu.rdF' construction of these antennas, it is anticipated that 
they will require little in the way of maintenance other than routine checkups 
and periodic painting 

The antenna and transmission line should be inspected twice a year., 
Check the antenna for any loose or missing hardware or slot covers. Examine 
it for any evidence of corrosion, particularly around the base flange. Inspect 
the transmission line for any signs of potential leaks or breaks, and for army 
loose or missing hardware, Check the transmission line also for any 
discolored areas (which indicate local heating, hence a potential fault.) 

The beacon lame will require occasional replacement, when replacing 
this lamp, an examination of the antenna and transmission line may be made 
at the same time,. 

Check the _,as su ply tanks periodically, If the :pressure in the 
tanks drops too rapidly, it is an indication of e leak in the system which 
should be corrected (A spare tank of nitrogen should be keft on hand 
nt all timer-) 

The antenna should be painted regularly in accordance with CAA regulations, 
The intervals at which repainting trill be required eill be determined by local 
conditions (primarily the weather, and the smoke and fumes encountered in the 
area) , In Painting the antenna, note that some hardware items are galvanized 
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and paint may not adhere to these surfaces (on new instnilations) 
9 
unless the 

surfaces are either chemically prepared or allowed to weather for a few months 
after installation. (A coat of Bonderite may be applied before the first 
coat of paint for this purpose.) Any standard brand of tower paint may be used, 
DO NOT. UNDER ANY> CIRCUMSTANCES, PAI:+1'J THE SLOT COVERS.; 

If this maintenance schedule is adhered to, and small items replaced when 
necessary, the antenna will have a long and useful life and station hveakdo'4ns 
due to the antenne. rill be held to a minimum, 

7.E,PLAC.t:ENT PARTS 

A replacement parts list is not avrilable at the time of this ?rri tirg;, 
If pi z. parts are needed for the antenna, they may be obtained throud i ,Your 
nearest RCA I roadcast Equipment Sales Office_ 
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Figure 8. Mounting details. TFU-248M Antenna (466358) 
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